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Motivation: Why too much focus at the equator? 
Q Short Answer: Because the

ionized plasma is not stable at
the equatorial region.

Q Main reason: Strong transport
(electrodynamic) effect due to B-
field orientation at the equator.

Looking up from the ground

Passing through 
the region @ 

SWARM altitude

Passing through 
the region @ 

C/NOFS altitude



How Electrodynamics make equatorial 
region unstable?

Q Certain type of forces may drive ions and electrons at different
speeds, producing currents and thus polarization electric fields

Q The motion of charged particles in a partially ionized plasma in a
magnetic field region is anisotropic, which can be determined by
the distribution of charged and neutral particles

Meaning 

Q These electric fields then redistribute the ionization of our
atmosphere and cause for the formation of irregularities

Then 

Q It affect our daily lives by disrupting so many technological
systems that are crucial for our daily life.

Consequence 



GPS Problems

Magnetic Field Variations (△H)

Equatorial Anomaly Ion Density Gradients

Scintillation Communication Problems

GPS Problems

Variability of Sources

Atmospheric Tidal Winds Driving Ionospheric Dynamo

Electric Field (E) 

Plasma Bubbles

Equatorial Electrojet

Vertical Ion Drifts

This is why we focus on Equatorial Electrojet



Abnormal Ionized plasma 
redistribution and its consequence!

De La Beaujardiere et al., 2003



The Physics of Such Abnormal 
Density Redistribution!

Gravity Pressure 
gradient

Electric 
Field

Lorentz Collisions with 
Neutrals

Q Externally applied – from the magnetosphere

E-field is the main key player in plasma transport, but what are 
its sources? 

Q Internally produced – E-region and F-region dynamos
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Q When there is an imbalance between
the cross-polar cap potential and
internal magnetospheric potentials, the
high-latitude potential distribution can
penetrate to lower latitudes

External E-field: Magnetospheric Origin

Kikuchi et al., JGR, 1996

Vertically 
upward ExB drift

Vertically downward 
ExB drift

Q This usually referred as Penetration
Electric field.



Internal E-field: E-Region Dynamo (only dayside)
Q E-region dynamo operates with the

combination of neutral wind (U) and E-
region density/conductivity

Q The UxB force drifts ions and produces
charge accumulation at the low-latitude
terminators

Q Neutral wind circulation transports ions away from local noon at 
mid-latitudes

Q These two facilitate for the
production of Zonal and
Meridional E-field that can be
mapped to the F-region, and
produce vertical (up and down
during day and night) and
zonal (westward and eastward
during day and night) drifts.

Tarpley, Plan. Sp Aci., 1970



Q The Zonal Winds drive ions (perpendicular to
B) up and down, forming the polarization E-
field at the terminator; and this happens
though out the night when poor conductivity of
E-region prevents field-aligned currents closure

Q At the transition of wind direction from
westward to eastward, F-region
polarization charges produce pre-sunset
eastward field, called pre-reversal
enhancement.

Heelis et al., JGR, 2012

Q The vertical polarization E-field in the
lower F region also produce westward
drift in the lowest regions (below 200 km)
and eastward drifts above, known as
evening vortex.

Internal E-field: F-Region Dynamo



Q Poloidal (compressional) ULF wave:
Due to the periodic SW dynamic
pressure oscillations.

Q Toroidal ULF wave: Due to Kelvin-
Helmholtz (KH) instabilities, which is
associated to the change in SW
azimuthal flow.

Other contributions to equatorial 
electrodynamics: ULF wave energy

What is the possible mechanisms?
Q When the Alfven/ULF wave enters into the region of magnetized plasma 

(e.g., ionosphere), it produces electric fields and thus oscillating drift. 

Vz = EyCosI/B0; I (mag. field inclination)
Q May causes density fluctuation of magnitude:

ΔN/N = 2βVz/(2πf)2Hβ: 
β (recombination rate), f (ULF frequency), Hβ (recombination rate scale height).



✈ Its influence gets intensified
around noon, primarily during
new and full Moon periods

✈ Lunar tidal wave propagates
from the surface up into the E-
region, generate an electrostatic
field through dynamo action
and modulate equatorial
electrodynamics.

Fang et al., JGR, 2012

Other contributions to equatorial 
electrodynamics: Lunar tide?



✈ The semi-diurnal (12 h for
lunar day or 14 days for lunar
month) lunar tide is the
dominant component; and can
be represented mathematically

A and B are coefficients determined
using the technique described in
(Winch,1970).

L2= 𝑨𝒔𝒊𝒏 𝟐𝝉 + 𝑩𝒄𝒐𝒔(𝟐𝝉)

Lunar tidal wave signature on EEJ

Yizengaw and Carter, AG, 2017



✈ 17 years (1998–2014) of
extensive magnetometer
observations at four
longitudinal have been
analyzed.

✈ Magnetically active periods
(Kp> 3) observations have
been excluded to eliminate
storm contributions to the
geomagnetic field variation at
the geomagnetic equator.

Yizengaw and Carter, AG, 2017

Longitudinal and Solar Cycle Variability of Lunar Tide



Scherliess and Fejer, JGR, 1996Yizengaw et al., 2010

Q Main Challenge: Is the drift at Jicamarca the same at different 
meridians, if not is there any other way to address this? 

The Challenge: How do we estimate this 
important parameter regularly?

Q Problem: Limited ISRs available in the world!



That led to the Birth of AMBER 
Magnetometer Network

Q To understand Equatorial Electrodynamics as a function of local time,
longitude, magnetic activity, and season

Q To understand the Solar Wind–Magnetosphere–Ionosphere coupling
impact on the equatorial density distributions

AMBER



Sensitivity: 0.01 nT
Resolution: 0.5 sec

Instrument & its Setup at the site 
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Data returning procedures
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Our Database
http://magnetometers.bc.edu/

Q You can download
ASCII data (1 min, 1 sec,
and half sec resolution)

Q You can search by days,
by station

Q You can download daily
summary plots for a quick
look!

Q SuperMag

QEEJ and vertical drift!



Equatorial Electrojet (EEJ) ~ Equatorial Drift

EEJ current

Q Observation of EEJ at different longitudes may address
longitudinal variability of equatorial electrodynamics (at least for
the dayside), and can be done using magnetometer data!



E Magnetometer at off the equator

E Magnetometer at the equator

BObs = Bmain+BSQ+BFAC+BRC+BMP

BObs = Bmain+BSQ+BFAC+BRC+BEJ+BMP

EEJ, which is generated by Hall and Pederson conductivities at the
vicinity of geomagnetic equator (±3°), is proportional to vertical drifts.

Dayside Electrodynamics can be obtained 
from Magnetometers measurements!



Yizengaw et al., AG, 2014

Longitudinal variability of dayside drift



Mlat = ±8° of the geom. equator                                       
Lon = ±3.5 of the given meridian                      
Alt: = < 500km

Longitudinal variability of day and night side drifts
Vertical drift from C/NOFS data Vertical drift from ROCSAT data

Mlat = ±5° of the geom. equator                                       
Lon = ±3.5 of the given meridian



Transport Plasma and create Density Gradients

TOPEX Altimeter TEC, looking down from ~ 1335km.
ftp://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/SeaSurfaceTopography/topex/L2/tp_ssha/



Northern peakAmerica-EquatorSouthern peak

Northern peakAfrica-EquatorSouthern peak
Transport Plasma and create Density Gradients



Northern peakAmerica-EquatorSouthern peak

Northern peakAfrica-EquatorSouthern peak



Bubble detection technique from 
the ground-based TEC observations

GPS TEC can be used to estimate 
bubbles!
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GPS Scintillation Solar Cycle dependence at Cuiaba 
(15.6oS, 56.1oW; MLAT = 5.9oS)



Courtesy to K. Groves

Yizengaw et al., GRL, 2013

Sometimes GPS may not detect everything
UHF(250MHz) scintillation from 

Nairobi, June 2011GPS scintillation from Nairobi, 2011

✈ When the background density is very
low, mainly during post-midnight
sector, GPS signals may not be
sensitive enough for irregularities
embedded in the low background
density; but VHF/UHF signals do.



Yizengaw et al., GRL, 2013

Is the ionosphere calm during quiet time?



AMBER – iMAGS (operation)

Team members: E. Yizengaw (PI, BC), M. Moldwin (Co-I, UM), E. 
Zesta (Co-I, NASA), A. Boudouridis (SSI); M. Magoun (BC)

Merging AMBER, SAMBA, MEASURE Networks
iMAGS (Inner-Magnetospheric Array for Geospace Science)



Q To understand the
processes governing
electrodynamics of the
equatorial ionosphere as a
function of local time,
longitude, magnetic
activity, and season

Q To understand the Solar Wind – Magnetosphere – Ionosphere
coupling impact on the equatorial density distributions that
important for the communication and navigation systems

Objective of iMAGS magnetometer Array

Q To estimate the plasmasphere mass density

Q To monitor the GIC currents not only at high latitudes but also
at the equatorial region where the GIC get amplified by EEJ in
the same way it gets amplified by AE at high latitudes



Summary: What makes the ionosphere to 
behaves differently at different longitudes? 

Electrodynamics 
difference

What are the possible  
agents for this difference?
Q Magnetic declination

Q Neutral winds
Q Latent heat release difference

(tidal force difference)

Q Magnetic field magnitude
difference (reduced by ~20%
in 100 yrs)

Q Dust concentration difference

Matzka et al., ISEA, 2015



Thank 
you!  

Australian CRC for Spatial Information

Courtesy of NASA


